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Starship touches down on the desktop –
Speedlink’s TYALO deskset is straight out of the
future
Weertzen, 21 March 2019: The gaming accessories specialist
Speedlink presents the TYALO – an illuminated gaming deskset
with a futuristic, space-age design. It comprises a matching
keyboard, mouse and mousepad all working in cosmic harmony.
The virtual battle against the forces of evil (or good for that matter) can
only be won with allies – all the better if they come from the future. This
is precisely where Speedlink’s TYALO deskset looks like it comes from,
with this keyboard, mouse and mousepad combo boasting a space-age
design, futuristic metal elements and stunning light effects. This allrounder gaming deskset will help gamers face any challenge from any
timeline: whether in dark dungeons, during medieval sieges or in
futuristic battles. The mouse’s five ergonomically placed, easy access
buttons and the sturdy metal keyboard’s colour-coded WASD and arrow
keys give gamers the decisive advantage when all hell is breaking loose
around them. And that’s not all – the TYALOs multicolour LED
illumination will set the desktop alight in a blaze of colour, which, while
not beaming gamers directly into the future, will immerse them in a cool
light show.
“Every item of gaming kit needs to be fine-tuned to each other perfectly
if you want to achieve maximum success. With the TYALO we’ve
developed a deskset that allows anyone to start gaming at a high
technical level and stop worrying about whether the mouse and
keyboard will work together,” explained Rainer Nawratil, Director of
Product Management, PR & Marketing at Speedlink.
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“The deskset’s harmonious design and performance are based on our
proven product ranges – giving newbs in particular the perfect set of
tools to get started in the virtual world.”
The third product in the bundle is a mousepad. The bundled mouse will
seem to just float across it thanks to the pad’s soft, extra-smooth fabric
surface and non-skid backing, delivering unparalleled performance
when gaming on the computer.
And to ensure gamers don’t lose sight of what’s going on in real life, the
keyboard also features a handy smartphone holder. This enables them
to keep an eye on things off-screen or watch the latest walk-through
video to shift their game skills up a gear – certainly almost as good as
any helping hand from the future.

TYALO Illuminated Gaming Deskset


Article number: SL-670300-BK



USB mouse, USB keyboard and mousepad set



Multicolour LED lighting for mouse and keyboard



Mouse: 5 ergonomically placed buttons and 2 DPI switches,
optical sensor with adjustable resolution
(1,200/1,600/2,400/3,200dpi), 1,000Hz polling rate, braided cable



Keyboard: 12 multifunction keys for direct function access, antighosting with 19-key rollover, colour-coded WASD and arrow
keys, sturdy metal frame, practical smartphone holder, anti-skid
base, customisable tilt, adjustable key repetition rate



Mousepad: Soft and smooth fabric surface, non-skid backing



Mouse and keyboard connection: USB-A



Mouse and keyboard cable length: 1.5m



Mouse dimensions: 130 × 70 × 35mm (L × W × H)
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Mouse weight: 122g



Keyboard dimensions: 465 × 180 × 40mm (W × D × H)



Keyboard weight: 765g



Mousepad dimensions: 250 × 205 × 3mm (W × D × H)



Mousepad weight: 80g



RRP: €49.99

About Jöllenbeck
Jöllenbeck GmbH is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of office & entertainment
peripherals. Since its formation, Jöllenbeck has positioned itself very successfully in
the PC, video gaming console and handheld accessories market. The product portfolio
of its own brand Speedlink® includes sound systems, headsets, mice, mousepads,
keyboards, gamepads, joysticks and various other accessories. Speedlink® products
feature impressive cutting-edge technology combined with design excellence and
outstanding functionality. Through Speedlink®, Jöllenbeck is represented in over 40
countries worldwide.
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